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● Growing digital AV collections
○ Digitization
○ Explosion of born-digital
● Increased expectations for access
● Insufficient metadata
● Limited resources for cataloging
● Emergence and continued improvement of machine learning and other 
automated tools
● New access tools (e.g. Avalon, Aviary) and standards (e.g. IIIF) that can 
leverage time-based metadata
● How can we leverage the best of automated tools and human expertise in 
flexible and configurable ways?
○ Diverse collections demand diverse workflows
The Opportunity
AMP: Audiovisual Metadata Platform
● Open source software platform to support metadata creation for AV 
collections
● Design and execute workflows combining automated and human steps:
Metadata Generation Mechanisms (MGMs)














2017-2018: AMP Planning Project








○ APIs and documentation
○ Separation between AMP code and Galaxy
○ Architecting Galaxy tools using AMP wrappers
● Use of an external Task Management tool
○ JIRA
○ Open source option: Redmine or OpenProject
Challenges
● HMGMs
○ Setting up in Galaxy
○ Selection of and integration with revision tools.
              Currently using:
■ BBC Transcript Editor
■ Avalon Timeliner - for NER output
        Plan to use:
■ Avalon Structural Metadata Editor - 
for Segmentation output
Research needed:
■ Shot and Scene detection
■ Any music-related MGM
AMPPD Collections
IU Archives
● Bloomington Faculty 
Council Minutes
● Russian and East 
European Institute
● Focus Black America







New York Public Library



















Compared outputs for multiple MGMS
• Transcripts



















• Segmentation > Transcript > NER
• Facial Recognition
• Music




• Segmentation > Transcript > NER
• Segmentation > Transcript > NER with supplied vocab (Homosaurus)
• Shot detection
Testing Results (so far)
AMP













Archives: transcript, NER list of 
terms, contact sheets for Wells and 
Nelms
Music: Musical work segments, 
instrumentation, contact sheet of 
shots
NYPL: transcript, NER list of terms, 
NER list of terms from special 
vocab, contact sheet of shots
Working together: Challenges and successes
• Multiple partners
• Distributed team
• Importance of planning stage
• Evolving sub-teams
• Value of in-person meetings for building trust and cohesion 
• Added an unplanned meeting mid-2019
• How do we replace this in the age of COVID?
Read more at the project wiki: 
https://go.iu.edu/amppd
Updates at  @AVMetadata
Questions? Comments!
 Jon Dunn: jwd@iu.edu
 Julie Hardesty: jlhardes@iu.edu 
Maria Whitaker: mcwhitak@iu.edu 
